PRESS RELEASE
Shopping trip to Turkey
DeLclima roof top units installed in the Occasion Shopping Mall in Istanbul.

Treviso, January 2015: DeLclima, through its subsidiary Climaveneta, supplied 4 roof top units to
the new Occasion Shopping Center in Istanbul.
The Eren Tekstil company was established in 1990, in partnership with the world-renowned French
Devanlay Group for the production and distribution of Lacoste. In the following years Eren Goup had
agreements to also distribute other famous brands like Swatch, Burberry’s, Gant, Nautica and
SuperStep growing it in regards to companies represented, operating stores and countries covered.
Today the Group, with 24 years of experience, has nearly 300 stores and over 500 retail outlets in
14 countries.
The Occasion Outlet in Istanbul, Turkey is a large department store selling many different brands with
a total space of 15.000 m2.
To provide complete air handling and ventilation for such a largely voluminous environment they have
installed 4 DeLclima WSM CE 0604, air-to-air rooftop units. At Occasion in Istanbul they have selected
WSM units in CE version: a totally autonomous roof top unit equipped with a free cooling function.
This innovative technical device allows the use of cool or cold external air as a free source of cooling
capacity and is extremely successful in locations featured by continental climate and in applications
operating all year round, like retail and data centers.
DeLclima’s participation in the “Occasion” project follows many other projects in retail and shopping
centers all over the world and with many prominent clients such as IKEA, H&M, Auchan, Carrefour,
Marks & Spencer, Media Markt, Saturn, Fnac and many others.

DeLclima (DLC:IM) is specialized in Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration (HVACR).
DeLclima designs, produces and markets innovative, energy efficient products and provides value added services for Indoor Climate Control in commercial
buildings and for Refrigeration (ICC&R) of industrial processes and ICT applications through CLIMAVENETA and RC GROUP. DeLclima also operates in the
radiator business through DL Radiators.
DeLclima companies share the mission of increasing well-being and industrial productivity by providing high efficiency, reliable, economically viable and ecosustainable solutions, in particular by embracing renewable energy sources.
Delclima manufactures in three continents and operates worldwide with subsidiaries, distributors and service companies, with particular focus in Europe, China
and India. The company, headquartered in Italy, has been listed on the Milan Stock Exchange since 2012 and was previously the Professional Division of the
De'Longhi group.
For more information please see www.del-clima.com

